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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the conditions under which

"discrimination" can or cannot produce persistent wage differentials

among equally productive labor services differing only by color, sex, or

ethnic affiliation. The central conclusion is that discriminating pre

ferences cannot produce equilibrium wage differentials in an open-market

economy.

The reason is that if, for example, equally productive nonwhites

are paid less than whites, firms can increase profits by "employing non

white labor at their low, discriminating wages. In other words, if the

behavior of most employers resulted in a racial wage gap, there is a

large temptation for "non-discriminators" to shift to nonwhite labor,

which would eliminate the price differential by changing market demands.

To thwart this result, one or more mechanisms must be postulated which

prevent the behavior of profit-seekers from equalizing the prices of

equally productive assets or factor services. None of the mechanisms

specified in the economics literature is sufficient to produce racial

wage differentials.

The review of mechanisms includes the market consequences of dis

crimination by employers, employees, trade unions, and customers. A con

cluding section discusses some of-the empirical-ev~~enc~-ondiscrimination

and some effects of public policies designed to reduce the amount of

discriminatory behavior.



ECONOMIC THEORY AND RACIAL WAGE DIFFERENTIALS

Morgan O. Reynolds

There is incontrovertible evidence that various racial, ethnic,

and sex groups differ by income in the United States. So, for example,

black median income is currently about 65 percent of white median income.

O~, female median income is about 60 percent of male median income. Or,

families headed by persons of Russian origin have median incomes 50 per

cent higher than the median for all families. l The list of differences

in polyglot America can be expanded to include the Chinese, Japanese,

American Indians, Italian-Americans, Spanish-speaking, and so on. Besides

median income differences, groups also tend to differ in other parameters

of their respective income distributions. 2 For example, families headed

by persons of Polish origin have median incomes 6 percent higher than

the median for families headed by persons of English origin, but 3.2

percent of English families exceed $25,000 per year versus only 1.3 per

cent of Polish families. 3 Not surprisingly, occupational distributions

also differ between groups.

The scientific problem is to explain why this is so. Any explana-

tion (or model) must meet the usual standard of logical consistency and

produce a wide spectrum of verifiable implications. Another desirable

feature is that new models not be "ad hoc" theories in the sense that

while possibly valid for a small class of cases, they should not contra-

dict more general theory which is valid for a wider class of cases.

If we take a sufficiently broad point of view, it is apparent that

the explanations for income differences between groups have ranged from

those which place the blame (or credit) upon the ethnic group itself (or
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their genes) to those which put the blame (or credit) upon the failings

or barriers created by some "dominant" group (or their genes).4 There

is now a widely held belief among social scientists that income differ-

ences between whites and nonwhites are caused by discriminatory behavior

in the labor market, or at least nonwhites receive a significantly lower

income than whites, even after adjusting for real productivity differences.

Although these arguments have rarely been invoked to explain the income

gap between Jews and Gentiles, or Chinese anq Irish, discrimination

models have recently been offered as explanations for economic differ-

ences between females and males.

Since most of the income variation between groups reflects differ-

ences in wage rates rather than hours worked or nonlabor income, the

primary task is to explain wage rate differentials. Like all factor

inputs, the prices for labor services are determined in markets by the

interaction of supply and demand. Models which invoke discrimination to

explain wage differentials must ultimately involve a decrease (shift) in

market demand for the labor services of one group relative to another,

despite equivalent productivity. Explanations which ignore discrimina-

tion factors must rely upon "supply" characteristics to account for wage

differentials between groups, in other words, they contend that real pro-

ductivity differences are simply correlated with color or sex and that

the latter are often "spuriously" cited as causal by discrimination

advocates.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the conditions under which

"discrimination" can or cannot produce persistent wage differentials among

equally productive labor services differing only in color, sex, or ethnic

affiliation. Despite widespread adherence to "discrimination" models,

---- ----~---~-.._-----~----
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separate papers by Arrow and Mancke have recently posed a crucial prob

Slem for these models. The problem is that if equally productive non-

whites are paid less than whites, firms can increase profits by employing

nonwhite labor at their low, discriminatory wages. In other words, if

the behavior of most employers resulted in a racial wage gap, there is a

large temptation for "nondiscriminators" to shift to nonwhite labor which

would then eliminate the differential by changing market demands. To

thwart this result, one or more mechanisms must be postulated which pre-

vents the behavior of profit-seekers from equalizing the prices of equally

productive assets or factor services.

Although hardly a novel insight, we shall pursue this problem in the

case of discrimination in some detail. The emphasis is on the economic

logic of discrimination rather than empirical testing of implications.

Section I defines IIdiscrimination" and discusses the importance of the

distribution of such "tastes. 1I Succeeding sections deal individually with

the market consequences of discrimination by employers, employees, trade

unions, and finally, customers. Concluding sections consider the empiri-

cal basis of our knowledge about discrimination and the effects of public

policies designed to reduce the amount of discriminatory behavior.

I. Tastes for Discrimination

Throughout human history, individuals from different racial, ethnic,

and religious groups have "disliked ll members from other groups, whether

they be whites and blacks, Arabs and Jews, Catholics and Huguenots, or

6Japanese and Koreans. If we allow sociology the task of investigating

the source of these preferences, our task is simply to define and describe

these preferences in economic terms. This is easily accomplished if the

amount of "association" with members of other groups is viewed as an
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economic good in a particular productive or consumptive situation. Let

au.
l.

0, some like blacks, ax: > 0, and

ui
= U(X,Y)

where Ui
= utility of the ith individual, i = 1, ... ,n;

X = quantity of association with members of a group,
say, blacks,7

and Y = composite index of all other economic goods.

au.
l.

Some individuals dislike black~, ax: <

au.
some are strictly indifferent, axl. = O. That is; association with blacks

can be a negativ~, positive, or zero economic good. Figure I represents

this in terms of indifference curves. The three types of preference pat-

terns are represented and higher utility levels are indicated by upward

movements in each case.

Figure I

Racial Indifference Curves

Y
$ (All

other
goods)

ul "Bigot"

uO "Bigot"

ul "Color Blind"

°

uO "Color Blind"

"Liberal"

"Liberal"

(Association with Blacks) X
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The lower portion of Figure I describes the tastes of the "liberal,"

who obviously could be black. This individual is willing to sacrifice

some wealth, Y, for more associatiQn with blacks, X, with the usual

*diminishing rate of substitution. The "color blind" individual is not

willing to sacrifice any wealth to associate with blacks, regardless of

his present level of association. Naturally, the rate of substitution is

zero because color is irrelevant. The "bigot" is willing to substitute

**between Y and X, but with an increasing rate of substitution. In other

words, to tolerate increased association with blacks, he demands increas-

ing increments of Y to remain indifferent.

An act of discrimination occurs when an individual exercises a taste

or preference by treating an individual member of a group unequally or

differently solely because o~ his or her membership in that group. For

example, suppose we divide the U.S. population into two mutually exclusive

groups based upon some characteristic like race or sex. Label these groups

A and B and assume that some decision-maker is hiring semi-skilled labor

or admitting students to college. Qualified members from both groups are

available on the same terms. If "A types" are always chosen, rather than

flipping a coin, there is a revealed preference for members of group A or,

8there is discrimination against members of group B. Conversely, if "B

types" are always chosen, the individual discriminates against IIA types."

*d(- ~) < 0dx
dx dU = 0

** dY > 0
dX dU = a

d(dY) > 0. dX
dX dU = a
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The most important feature about discriminatory (or ethnic) pre-

ferences is the diversity of attitudes among the total population. Since

the central problem is to isolate the conditions under which racial pre-

ferences can result in persisten~wage differentials for labor equal in

all but color, it is crucial to .recognize that any distribution purport-

ing to describe racial attitudes in the U.S. toward blacks are illustrated

in Figure 2. Any distribution will serve equally well for subsequent

Figure 2

Distribution of Racial Preferences

Measure of preference
for blacks

Indifference
to color

Measure of hatred
for blacks

economic results, as long as the presence of some people with a positive'

or zero preference for association with blacks is admitted. This seems

difficult to deny given the presence of some 25 million black people today,

perhaps, significant numbers of sympathetic or "guilty" whites, and some

profit-seekers who are little concerned with color in their economicacti-

vity. Hereafter, the discuss"ionis"trften confined to blacks and whites,

but the analysis is perfectly general for other groups as well. Finally,·

note that the amount of discriminatory behavior exhibited is not predeter-

mined by tastes alone, any more than other behavior. The extent or amount

will depend upon its price, just as the quantity of other things, which is

nothing more than the law of demand for a "good" called discrimination. 9
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II. The Wage Effects of Employer Preferences

The usual behavioral postulate for the firm is profit or wealth

maximization. This is simply a special case of utility maximization.

That is, pecuniary wealth is one argument in an employer's or owner's

utility function, among the many things of which he would prefer more

rather than less. Individual employers are willing to substitute among

these things and give up some wealth for more "whiteness" among employees

or some other characteristic. 10

Competitive, open markets automatically impose costs upon discrim-

inators, providing a powerful temptation to reduce such behavior. To

begin with the simplest model, assume that "perfectly competitive" con-

ditions prevail for all firms in an industry, that is, market prices for

output and all inputs are identical data for all firms and there is equal

access to technology (identical production functions across firms).

Suppose that because of discrimination among all employers, white labor

is currently available at $3 per hour and equally productive black labor

11
is available at $2 per hour. Under these conditions, any individual

firm could increase profits by employing black labor because the prices

of output and all other inputs are invariant with respect to color of

labor services employed by the firm. Such a firm would expand its output

relative to other firms in the industry because it has "discovered" a

lower cost production technique. This output effect means that more than

$1 in profits is foregone for each unit of white labor hired. If all

present firms in the industry uniformly refuse these profits, other

. d' . d 1 . h 1 i bl k ( . . f ) 121n 1V1 ua s W1t a ower avers on to ac s or pos1t1ve pre erence

have an incentive to bid away the assets of an eXisting firm or create a

new firm to exploit the profit opportunity.13 Since blacks are a1r~ady

-- ------ -- -------
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being employed by other firms at $2 per hour, we should also observe

such firms earning economic profits under these conditions.

At the market level of analysis, the entry of marginal profit-seekers

would increase (shift) the market demand for black labor and decrease the

demand for whites until the price for equally product'ive labor was equal.

The speed of market adjustment would depend upon factors like the costs

of detecting differential prices and the costs of executing the adjust-

ment for individual firms. We know little about this, but the present

value rewards are greatest for those who act first and the larger is the

original price differential, since it will be eliminated over time as

others act. Therefore, the price system produces incentives for a faster

rather than slower adjustment path.

Once the price difference is erased, discrimination against either

white or black labor becomes costless again. If prices are equal, other

differences between goods exert a greater influence. Employers and

employees will sort themselves out (segregate) on the basis of similar-

ities in nonpecuniary tastes. This means that in equilibrium individuals

still exercise racial preferences but with no impact on market pri.ces. If

any price divergence reoccurs because of prejudice, the gap will be

quickly (or slowly) erased by profit-seekers who perceive it.

Because market adjustment only requires that some "marginal" buyers

of labor services shift to lower-priced black labor, it seems difficult to

argue that wage differentials by color can persist. But we must consider

some of the mechanisms which might prevent equalization. For example, some

\

~
firms may be monopolists in the product market and face a lower risk of

j being driven out of business when hiring labor on grounds other than effi-

11 ciency. If the assets of monopoly firms are transferable, they will

-----~---~------_._._._---_._---
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14generally be acquired by those who can extract maximum wealth. The

new owners would realize profits by ceasing to discriminate on irrele-

vant racial grounds. To the extent that this fails to occur, however,

monopoly firms have somewhat more latitude to indulge their "profit-

reducing" tastes and remain viable.

A more important source of discrimination results from market

restrictions and institutional arrangements which limit the ability to

realize profits when reducing discrimination. Suppose an employer is

already forced to pay a wage above the competitive rate because of a

union contract or minimum wage law. The excess supply can be eliminated

through costless exercise of employer preferences. He can.hire only

whites (or blacks) or only men (or women) as he wishes. The "restriction"

on taking addit:lonal satisfaction in pecuniary form implies that other

preferences will be substituted, or more discrimination appears at zero

cost.

Decision-makers in nonprofit institutions will take more satisfac-

tion in nonpecuniary form simply because no one can claim the profits

from different behavior. lS Other institutions are profit-making but are

restricted or prohibited from exceeding (or appearing to exceed) some

profit rate. Public utilities are explicitly regulated by government and

others are implicitly threatened with government action if "excessive"

profits accrue. Of course, such firms attempt to evade profit restric-

tions but the cost of other forms of satisfaction like discriminatory

behavior are still relatively lower. Profit-seekers have no strong

incentive to bid away such institutions from the incumbent owners because

restrictions on profit would remain, hence discrimination is more likely

in such firms.
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These sources of persistent discrimination, however, do not imply

that market wages or unemployment rates among minorities will differ from

those of equally skilled whites. As long as a number of profit-seeking

employers are part of the market demand for a particular skill, any wage

gap which opened up between equally productive blacks and whites would

16be eroded by profit-seekers shifting to the lower wage group. This

reduces demand for white labor and raises it for black labor until

equilibrium is restored. Only if all purchases of a particular skill

were by nonprofit or profit-restricted employers, could such a wage dif-

ferential endure. Examples of only one "industry" employing all the

labor of a particular type, much less an industry entirely composed of

nonprofit firms, are special cases at best and cannot be a major source

of racial wage differentials in the economy.

Another source of discrimination among employers involves the possible

use of color or sex as a predictor of future productivity in the firm,

given the costliness of information and the presence of uncertainty. Race

and sex affiliation are readily visible, cheaply acquired information which

can be used by employers along with information about education, age, and

experience to predict a prospective employee's marginal product. The

general argument is that a high productivity member of a "poor" category

will be less able to find an employer willing to hire him than an equally

17productive member of a "superior" category. Another way to state this

proposition is that employers tend to discount the individualistic dis-

persion within groups in favor of the cheaply known mean differences

between groups. One problem is that such "economic discrimination" is less

relevant for higher wage employees, where more expensive investment in

predictive information is economic. This appears inconsistent with
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the co~on allegation that the racial wage differential is widest among

the highly skilled occupations. More important for these models is a

failure to trace out the market consequences of these individual deci-

sions. If employers generally hired from the "superior" group rather

than from equally productive members of the "poor" group, a wage differ-

entia1 would be established. It would then pay some firms to shift to

the lower priced labor. A differential could only endure if, and only

if, there were differential search costs between the color groups,which

appears unlikely. For example, recent studies of personnel tests show

that these tests are equally reliable predictors of job performance for

both whites and nonwhites. 18

A final possibility involves a collusion or conspiracy among employers

d h f b1 k b 1 h f 11 d ' h't 19to re uce t e wages 0 ac s e ow t ose 0 'equa y pro uct~ve w ~ es.

This would clearly have to be a massive collusion with costly enforcement

mechanisms to prevent individual firms from defeating its purpose. The

co11uders must impose costs on firms employing black labor inputs, say,

a tax per unit labor hired. If effectively accomplished, individual firms

would employ fewer units of black labor to reestablish the first order

conditions for a profit maximum, VMP = MFC" across all i inputs. Thisi., ~

produces a reduced market demand for black labor, and drives down their

wages until the "tax" is just offset. Hence, blacks receive lower wages

despite equal productivity because of the cartel's tax on their services.

It is not clear under what conditions, if any, such a collusion could earn

any profits, but prohibitively high organizational costs, lack of directly

observed operation, and the well-known instability of collusions render it

a most implausible explanation. A somewhat similar possibi~ity is that

"terrorists" raise the costs of firms employing black labor through
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Since this is not currently a widely cited

mechanism for generating racial wage differentials, we shall ignore it.

To summarize, the analysis of discrimination by employers does not

mean that it is nonexistent. Even among competitive, profit-seeking firms

discrimination can exist at a given point in time. But there are powerful

market forces for reducing its amount and attenuating its effects on wages

and employment. It simply takes time for new entrants to recognize it

and enter the industry or purchase the assets of discriminating firms. The

effect of persistent discrimination exercised by nonprofit and profit-

constrained firms is attenuated by the presence of profit-seeking buyers

of black labor. Under the most general conditions, discrimination by

individual employers cannot result in a market wage rate in equilibrium,

which is different for equally productive white or black labor, although a

-

"segregation" effect does occur. When differentials exist, it pays someone,

in effect, to arbitrate the market. 20

III. Employees

! Obviously employers are not the only people who have preferences about
i,.

color and sex. For example, the presence of black workers in a firm may

repel some white workers. What market effects are implied by such worker

preferences? Suppose that white workers are uniformly averse to working

with black workers, that is, they demand additional income of $1 per hour

to remain indifferent between employment in "white only" firms and comparable

I·
I

firms with racially mixed employees or 11black only" firms. Firms hiring

black labor then confront higher prices for complementary white labor and

there appears to be an offsetting cost disadvantage to hiring black labor.

However, if, for all types of labor inputs, both black and white suppliers

exist, the firm would hire only blacks, providing that blacks are no worse

---- ._----_._--------------
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than indifferent to working with other blacks and are no higher priced

than comparably productive whites for other reasons. If blacks had a

positive preference for associating with other blacks in productive

activity, the incentive to segregate by c~lor within firms would be even

stronger. In the limit, pure segregation would result but no wage differ

ential could persist for any type of labor skill because the behavior of

profit-seekers among both types of firms adjusts the relative levels of

21market demand to ensure equal wage rates.

Let us alter the analysis slightly by assuming a diversity of tastes

among whites, ranging from indifference to extreme hostility. Suppose

initially that "white only" firms pay higher wages than do racially mixed

firms hiring equivalent white labor. New white entrants to the labor

force or whites in "mixed" firms will be attracted to "pure" white firms,

and the increased labor supply lowers wages for such firms and raises

them for mixed firms. On the other hand, suppose that the wages offered

by mixed firms were higher than those in white firms. Some marginal

whites would be attracted by higher wages in mixed firms, erasing any

wage differential once again, in addition to the adjustment of labor

demands by expansion and contraction of lower versus higher cost firms. 22

Of course, work forces among firms will be more racially segregated than

if no one had color preferences, but this is not synonymous with racial

wage differentials.

The employee trade union introduces another possible vehicle for

workers to exercise racial discrimination. If a union is able to raise

wages above market clearing rates and also exercises some control over

hi~ing, the incumbent workers, rather than auctioning off the jobs, can

choose on the basis of blood relationship to a member or possession of the
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"right" skin color. Since craft unions have more power in wages

and hiring than industrial unions do, minority membership in craft unions

is correspondingly low. Industrial unions, blessed with less power, must

organize whoever is hired, and industrial employers "happen" to hire

large numbers of black workers. The ratio of black to white workers who

are unionized in the industrial union sector is about 1:1 but only 1/2:1

in the craft union sector. 23

The degree of racial discrimination by unions depends not only on

their ability but "willingness" to do so. The distribution of tastes

for discrimination among members influences the union's discrimination,

including the proportion of black membership. If unions are democratic

and the distribution of tastes single-peaked, no platform or candidate

could receive more votes than one offering the median amo~nt of discrim

ination. The higher the median taste for discrimination among the members,

the more discriminating is the democratic union. If unions are less than

"democratic," union leaders have more latitude in racial matters, and

their preferences could differ from median discrimination in either

direction. Lipset argues that union members are generally more prejudiced

or bigoted than their leaders. 24 As an example, he compared the two

sailors' unions, the National Maritime Union and the Seafarers Inter

national Union. The Maritime Union has a much better record on Negro

rights and admission than do the Seafarers. The latter union was led by

an old "Wobbly," Harry Lundeberg, who believed in frequent and close

consultation with the membership. They refused to adopt policies initiat-.

ing racially integrated ships. The Maritime Union, however, was dominated

by communists, less concerned,with democratic niceties, and racially mixed

crews were instituted without allowing objection by the membership •

.._~~-------------
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This also accounts for the apparent difference on racial matters

in the leadership hierarchy. Union leaders at the national level con-

. tinuously issue "statesmanlike" proclamations about rooting out racial

discrimination in unions. Leaders at the local shop level, however, face

contested elections and high turnover in office, and cannot stray far

from median membership preferences. Fewer "liberal" sentiments are pro-

claimed by local leaders.

If unions, especially craft unions, can effectively restrict access

to some occupations and trades, this will produce a wage differential

between unionized whites and nonunionized blacks. The increased supply

of blacks in the nonunion sector reduces their wages. Of course, this

does not imply that their wages will differ from comparably productive

whites who also are excluded from such union jobs. Blacks would suffer

a more than proportionate wage decline if a higher proportion of blacks

than whites are excluded by unions and forced into the nonunion sector.

Although little is known about these effects, an estimate by Ashenfelter

found that wages of all black workers relative to all white workers might

have been 1.7 percent higher in 1967 than it would have been in the absence

f
. . 25o un~on~sm.

about as highly unionized as whites (approximately I in 4 workers) and

the wage impact of unions throughout the economy is not very large.

IV. Customers

The analysis of racial discrimination by purchasers of "final" goods

and services is similar to that for buyers of inputs (employers). If

customers generally prefer buying a good from a white clerk or salesman,

the derived demand curve for white labor increases because customers are

willing to pay a higher price for goods produced by white labor. Hence,

-----._---_...--._.-._-_.~_._~---- -------- -------- -------~------
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despite equivalent physical productivity between relevant blacks and

whites, the value of their marginal products differ. The market price

of white labor will rise relative to black labor and consumers are forced

to bear the costs of their racial preferences. This tends to choke off

the amount of discrimination exercised by whites, depending upon how

much they are willing to pay in higher product prices for the "high

quality" service rendered by more expensive white labor.

The less attractive black labor must offset their weaker appeal by

accepting lower wages or greater unemployment. But this induces other

adjustments to attenuate the initial decline. For example, we can predict

that blacks would work in sectors producing goods where it is more costly

for customers to identify the color of employees. It is very costly for

customers to discover what color labor was used in producing the wheat

in their bread or in assembling their automobile or eye glasses. The

buyer does not know whether these were produced by whites, blacks, Chris-

tians, or Moslems. A wage differential in service activities of high

customer contact provides an incentive for blacks to seek employment in

goods industries of low customer contact. Black employees need not even

perceive this opportunity because employers in goods industries have an

incentive to employ the lowest cost labor. John Kain's study weakly

supports this prediction because within Negro residential areas, blacks

are ·"most over-represented" in industries having large customer contact

d 1 d · . d . . h 1 26an east represente ~n ~n ustr~es w~t ow customer contact. In

predominantly white areas, blacks are disproportionately represented in

low customer contact industries and least represented in high customer

contact industries. On the other hand, Becker finds that withi~ occupa-

tions, relatively more nonwhites were ~mp1oyed in retailing than in
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manufacturing in 1940. 27 Fields like sports and entertainment, with

high customer visibility, also seem to have at least proportionate

representation from minority groups, so the "casual" evidence on this

aspect of customer discrimination appears mixed at best.

Discrimination by customers can also work in favor of minority

workers. Black customers, for instance, pay to see a black baseball

star or a black clerk in a ghetto store. The presence of black football

players on college teams make black football coaches a more valuable

commodity because of their superior productivity in working with black

players. Another possibility, suggested by Thurow, is that whites may

actually prefer blacks in some jobs which maximize a white's "social"

distance from blacks, for instance, blacks as domestic servants or garbage

28collectors. The same situation occurs if men prefer women rather than

men as airline stewardesses or secretaries. If whites or men are willing

to pay a premium for this, the value of the marginal product of blacks

(women) lies above that for equivalent whites (men) and a wage differen-

tial results, assuming that their respective market supply curves are

not infinitely elastic. Hence, this form of customer "discrimination"

works in favor of minorities, inducing white males to offset their "dis-

advantage" by working in goods industries.

Markets tend to deliver what customers are willing to pay for, and

if customers were generally willing to pay more for white than black

services, price differences are "compensating" changes which measure

customer discrimination. The victims of consumer discrimination are

forced either to suffer unemployment, charge lower prices, or sell their

wares in an "impersonal" manner that makes it very costly for customers

to know who produced the good. While unrestricted market competition
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often works to the advantage of minority groups, consumer preferences

against minorities will be transmitted through markets to the disadvan-

tage of the minorities. Unattractive people do not become movie stars

because consumers are not willing to pay as much, and unless preferences

change, the "unattractives" seek employment where such qualities are less

relevant. However, given that industries with low customer contact gen-

erally form a significant part of the demand for most labor skills, no

wage differential would persist because these buyers would shift to the

cheaper "undesirables" until the differential disappeared. The sports and

entertainment industries are obvious exceptions where high visibility is

inherent, or low visibility buyers are irrelevant as purchasers of these

skills. Pascal and Rapping, however, in a careful empirical study of

baseball players, found that players of equivalent baseball skills, which

are directly measurable, earned comparable salaries independent of race. 29

Obviously this is insufficient evidence to reach a conclusion about the

extent of customer discrimination but it is suggestive.

V. Policies Toward Discrimination

Public policy statements generally proclaim the desirability of

reducing discriminatory behavior in economic affairs. If one is interested

in reducing discrimination there are only two major ways to achieve it. The

first is to persuade people that their tastes are "wrong." 'Economics is

relatively silent about how tastes are formed, much less which actions

would influence them in predictable directions. Furthermore, economics

can hardly pass on the desirability of molding tastes even if we know how

to acc~mplish it.

Whatever distribution of tastes might exist at any time, discrimina-

tory behavior will vary inversely with i.ts relative cost. Therefore, a

-------------~
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second technique for reducing such behavior is to adopt arrangements

which make such behavior more costly to "offenders" and attenuates its

effects when exercised. As demonstrated in this paper, open and unre

stricted competition automatically imposes costs on discriminators. White

employers who hire on grounds other than productivity forego higher pro

fits. White workers who insist on working only with whites forego higher

wages. White customers who prefer white clerks forego lower product

prices. Perhaps it is not surprising that open competition works to the

net advantage of minority workers since market restrictions or monopolis

tic privileges protect incumbents from potential competitors and the

"incumbents" are generally white. If labor markets are basically compe

titive already, government could seemingly do little to further reduce

discrimination by this method. But government restrictions in labor

markets are responsible for-much discrimination. Government licenses for

bartending, for instance, are denied to women in many jurisdictions. The

exclusionary powers of trade unions rest on government protections .. Indus

tries constrained by government from more profit find discriminatory pre

ferences cheaper to indulge. Minimum wage laws penalize social undesirables

who are unable to compete in price to offset their "unattractiveness." The

list goes on and the implication is that reducing discrimination involves

reducing government restrictions in labor markets.

Government has used a more "direct" measure to attack discrimination,

however. The federal government and many states have fair employment laws

prohibiting discrimination by employers and unions in race, sex, religion,

or national origin. These laws attempt to raise the relative cost of

arbitrary discrimination by assigning some probability of apprehension

and an attendant punishment. Given small enforcement budgets and small
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punishments (often just publicizing the violation), not much effect

30could be expected. In fact, these laws are not unambiguous blessings

for minorities even if vigorously enforced. While the relative cost of

discrimination in hiring rises for employers, the relative cost of firing

minority employees also rises. That is, an employer is now more reluc-

tant to hire a minority employee because it is more costly to fire him

than someone else. A minority employee can charge his dismissal was on

racial grounds and the employer incurs costs for defense against the

charge. The effect on firing costs implies that it is profitable for

employers to hire fewer minority employees than otherwise and, of those

hired, to invest more in predicting their future productivity because of

higher expected dismissal costs relative to other employees. The widen-

ing unemployment differentials between the races in fair employment states,

as reported by Landes, is consistent with this implication. His regres-

sions showed higher relative wages for nonwhites in fair employment

states but also a growing unemployment differential. 31 Fair employment

laws are a two-edged sword in present value terms and empirically the net

effect on minority incomes is unknown.

Whatever fair employment laws can or cannot do, discrimination on

nonproductivity grounds in labor markets is a highly exaggerated cause

of low wages for minority workers.· If these price differentials did not

reflect differences in marginal products, some profit-seeking employer

would shift to these workers. Denial of this proposition implies that

people are throwing away wealth, that not enough firms are willing to

sacrifice some "racism" for additional income. While individual acts of

discrimination occur continuously, under the most general conditions the

market impact on minority wage rates is virtually nil.
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A glance at the empirical literature in this area, however, appears

to offer a wealth of evidence documenting the sizable impact of labor

market discrimination. How is this evidence derived? A recent article

by Gwartney is a representative piece of evidence about the income effects

of discrimination. 32 Gwartney statistically controls for white-nonwhite

differences in five productivity factors--years of education, scholastic

achievement, age, region and city size--and finds that one-third to three-

fifths of the income differential remains unexplained. He concludes that

"this residual may result largely from employment discrimination." This

common technique is reminiscent of the early literature on economic

growth where the large fraction of output growth which was unaccounted

for by growth in measured inputs was labeled "technical change." An

equivalent procedure is to claim that racial differences in income which

remain after introducing some control factors must be "discrimination,"

when it is literally nothing more than the net effect of all unmeasured

factors. A comment by Ashenfelter and Taussig illustrated the hazardous

nature of this procedure by pointing out that Gwartney's technique, which

allegedly shows discrimination against nonwhite females over white females,

with higher incomes for nonwhites of 8 to 25 percent after controlling

33for "productivity" differences. Gwartney replied that if hourly earnings

rather than income is used, the adjusted female nonwhite/white earnings

ratio is 84 to 87 percent, which is "consistent with what one would expect

34and enhance(s) our confidence in the method." On the contrary, it shows

how sensitive and contradictory the results can be with this method, and,

in a sense, demonstrates that the "discrimination" thesis cannot be

falsified by this technique.

.....•__ -----
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One means of improving our confidence in this procedure would be

to test the same variables against groups that are not alleged to be

victims of discrimination. For example, if five productivity factors

did not entirely close the gap between the higher median income of Jews

and the lower median income of Gentiles, most investigators would not

conclude that "discrimination" against Gentiles was the cause. The

search, both theoretical and empirical, would continue for other con-

trolling variables. More generally, discrimination models should produce

additional, indirect implications wqich can be checked for verification

with the evidence, in addition to the hypothesis that minority groups

will have lower incomes. For example, if blacks command lower wages than

comparably productive whites, we' should observe higher profits in firms

or industries employing larger numbers of blacks, providing that output

prices, other input prices, and access to technology are independent of

employee color. These conditions are most likely fulfilled, in general,

in "goods" industries like agriculture, manufacturing, and mining. Or,

if we believe that the black-white earnings gap is larger in high occupa-

tions than in low occupations, we should observe firms and industries

with large numbers of high occupation blacks earni.ng larger profits, on

35average, than firms employing low numbers of blacks.

More disturbing than faulty or unimaginative empirical work, however,

is the apparent belief that racial discrimination is somehow consistent

with wealth maximization. Ad hoc ideas to explain only discrimination

do not appear attractive enough to warrant abandoning micro economic

theory, which has demonstrated an ability to consistently explain an

extensive class of empirical behavior. Theories which are inconsistent

with more general theory should receive very careful scrutiny. While it
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may be more difficult to'modify existing theory than to freely create

new ones, there may also be doubt in some minds about whether the real

world will be kind enough to supply the widespread effects we ate seek

ing to explain. Perhaps we had best concentrate on explaining why the

skill distributions (productivity variables) differ across ethnic groups

if we are interested in explaining income and occupational differences.
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